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EQUATIONS WITH DEVIATING ARGUMENTS
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(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. In this paper, we study the oscillation in the nonautonomous scalar

differential equations with deviating arguments and get some oscillation criteria.

As an application of the results, we prove a conjecture posed by Brian R. Hunt

and James A. Yorke in [1],

1. Introduction

In the study of oscillation theory for nonautonomous equations with devi-

ating arguments, the situation is much more complicated than that in the au-

tonomous case. The problems can be attached in many different ways. In this

article, we attempt to examine the equation

n

(1) x(t) + Yd1i(t)x(t-Ti(t)) = 0
i

along the characteristic equation road slightly different from that in [2]. As part

of the work in the present paper, we prove a conjecture about ( 1 ) posed by Brian

R. Hunt and James A. Yorke in [1].

Throughout this paper, we shall assume, as in most papers, that q¡(t) > 0,

Tt(t) > 0, lim,^^? - Tj(t)) = oo, I < i < n. Furthermore, for a fixed ô > 0

and each t (sufficiently large) there is a i = i(t) G {1, ... , n} such that

(*) Q,(t)>*, Tt(t)>ô.

Remark. In the present paper, we essentially deal with the equation in which

the rate functions depend on past-states of a system. Our results are applicable

to equations where the rate functions depend both on past-states as well as on

the present state of a system; namely,

n

(2) x'(t) + q(t)x(t) + £q,(t)x(t - T{(t)) = 0,
i
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since the oscillation preserving transformation

y(t) = x(/)exp^ / q(s)ds\

will change (2) into a new equation for y(t) of the form (1). Note that q(t)

can be any continuous function, (cf. [4, 8].)

2. Main results

In this section we shall state and prove the main results of this paper. The

first one is

Theorem 1. If (*) holds and

(**) lim inf A  ' Y\ q¡(t) exp{XT((t)} > 1,

then all solutions of (I) oscillate.

Proof. Assume the contrary. Then we may have an eventually positive solution

x(t) of (1). By virtue of (*), we have, for sufficiently large /, x'(t)+ôx(t-ô)

< 0. From this inequality we deduce that x(t) is positive and decreasing.

Integrating the above inequality over [t, t + Ô/2], we see that x(t) satisfies

x(t)>ô2x(t-ô/2)/2.

If M = 2<T2 , then

(3) x(t-S/2)/x(t)<M.

Let X(t) = -x'(t)/x(t). The function X(t) is positive and continuous, and

there are positive constants C and t0 such that x(t) = Cexp{-J[ X(s)ds}.

Furthermore, X(t) satisfies the generalized characteristic equation

(4) X(t) = J2qi(t)exp\ f      X(s)ds\.
1 [J'~T,(t) J

It follows from (3) that f¡_g,2X(s)ds < In M which implies that lim^^/l^) <

oo. On the other hand, it is clear from (*) and (4) that X(t) > Ô and

0 < ô < X0 - lim X(t) < oo.
t—>oo

Thus, if e € (0, S) is fixed and t is sufficiently large, we see that

n

X(t)>1£qi(t)exp{(Xo-e)Ti(t)}.

i

By the definition of X0 , there is a sequence {tk} ] oo such that X(tk) < X0 + s,

whence
n

X0 + e>^2qi(tk)exp((Xij-e)Ti(tk))
i

n

> (X0 - e) inf f ' Y, ?,(?,) exp(/ir,(/,)).
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Letting k —* oo obtains

n
-1

(X0 + e)/(X0 - fi) > lim inf A    £ q,(t) exp(XTj(t)).
t—>oo/l>0

Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the above inequality implies that

n

1 > lim inf A"1 Y_qi(t)exp(XTi(t)),
í—»CX)'*>U i

which leads to a contradiction of (**) and the proof is complete.   D

Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1 we have actually shown that the differential

inequality x'(t) + J2" q¿(t)x(t - Tt(t)) < 0 has no eventually positive solution

if (*) and (**) hold.

As an application of Theorem 1 we shall prove B. R. Hunt and J. A Yorke's

conjecture; namely,

Corollary 1. If there exist constants qQ, TQ, for which 0 < qt(t) < q0,  0 <

Tj(t) < TQ,   1 < i < n,   t > 0, then  (**)  implies that all solutions to (I)

oscillate.

Proof. To use Theorem 1, we need only to show that (**) and the fact that

q.(t) and T¡(t) are bounded implies (*) holds.

Without loss of generality, we may assume q0 = T0 - T. Suppose that (*)

doesn't hold; then, for any m > 0, all ¡e{l,...,«} and sufficiently large t,

we have T¡(t) < l/m , or qt(t) < l/m . Thus we have the estimate

¿9/(0exp(A7:(0) < n-(TeX/m + m~leXT).

i

In view of (**), we get n • inf/l>0X" (Te      + m~ e   ) > 1 .

Set fm(X) = X~[(Te 'm + l/m ■ e T). For each m > 0, regarded as a pa-

rameter, fm(X) has a unique extremal point with respect to X, X = Xm , which

satisfies

,_, „,     /  À/m        ¿-T,,      /rr X/m -1   7.7",       A
(5) T/m(e      +e   )X-(Te      +m    e   )-0.

The minimum of fm(X) over (0, oo) is

(6) fm = T/m(ekJm + eX'J).

Hence, for all m > 0,

(7) »•/„>!.

From (5) we get

(8) 0<Xm < l/T + me{l/m~TU'\

It follows from (5) that Xm -> oo and Xm sa me{l/m~TU'" as m -> oo. Thus

eX'"T « m/Xm ■ eXJm , fm « T(l/m + l/Xm)eXJm -> 0 as m - oo, which

contradicts (7) and we are done.   □
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Corollary 2. If T¡(t) = T¡,  1 < i < n, are constants, and (**) is satisfied then

all solutions of (I) oscillate.

Proof. It suffices to show that in this special case (**) implies (*).  Suppose

that this is not true. Then lim/_(00 J2" <?,(') = 0 • Set T - max, T¡, then

« n
¿T,       V^      /„\   XT j f,-lr-i      ,„»   XT,¿2q,{t)eAI,<E«*(^   and jrfrj;#  <í,rE#

11 11

Taking the limit gives a contradiction to (**) and the proof is complete.   D

Theorem 2. If minA>0 max[r t,X J2"qi(s)e ' < 1 for sufficiently large T,

then ( 1 ) is nonoscillatory.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume T — t0. Let X = X0(t) be the

solution of X = max., tX Y% q¡(s)e ' . It follows from the condition of the

theorem that X0(t) exists. It is easy to verify that X0(t) > 0 is nondecreasing.

To show that ( 1 ) has a nonoscillating solution, it suffices to show that (4) has a

continuous solution. To this end, we define the sequence

Vi(0 = ¿?;(0exp| /        Xk(s)ds\,        k>0,
I [Jt-T,(t) J

inductively. Then Xx(t) < ¿Zlqi(t)exp(X0(t)Ti(t)) and

n

Xx(t) < maxXx(s) < maxY^qi(s)exp(XQ(s)Ti(s))
Un ' '1 I'o • 'J     i«0'

n

< max£?,.(*)expOyOW) = X0(t).
I'd , '1     j

Thus, it is easy to show by induction that {Xk(t)} is a decreasing sequence

whence 0 < Xk(t) < X0(t) and X(t) — limk^ooXk(t) exists. By the Lebesgue

dominate convergence theorem, we infer that X(t) satisfies (4). Consequently,

X(t) is continuous and the proof is complete.   G

Next we consider the perturbed equation of (1),

m

(9) x{t) + "£q-i{t)x{t-Ti(t)) = Q.
i

The following result shows that the oscillation, or nonoscillation of ( 1 ), is stable

under a certain kind of perturbation.

Theorem 3.

(i) If m>n, q.t(t) > qf(t) and f¡(t) > T¡(t) for 1 < i < n, and q¡(t) > 0
for i > n , then if(l) is oscillatory, (9) is also oscillatory,

(ii) If m>n, q+(t) < qt(t) and f{(t) < T¡(t) for 1 < i < n, and q¡(t) < 0
for i > n, then if (I) is nonoscillatory, so is (9).

Where f+(t) = max(f(t), 0).
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Proof. We first prove statement (ii). Let x0(t) be a positive solution of (1) and

x(t) = x0(t)y(t) be the solution of (9). Then y(t) satisfies

y(t)
w

(10)

^(^(t - T^tmit)-yit-f^t))
i

+ ¿ q,(t)(x0(t - Tt(t)) - x0(t - ft(t)))y(t - ft(t))
i

+ ¿(fl,(í) - í,(0)*b(* - fM))y^ - W)
i

-¿2Wxo(t-Ttit))y{t-Tt(t))
i>n

= f{t,yt)

We next show that if we choose the initial value (t0, <p) in such a way that

<p(t) > 0 and is increasing, then y(t) is a positive solution of (10). To this end,

for any T > tQ, it suffices to show that y'(t) > 0 on [t0, T]. Consider the

perturbed equation of (10),

(11), y'(t) = f(t,yt) + ey(t),       s > 0.

The continuous dependence of the solution on the parameter implies that

ye(t, t0, y>) —> y(t, t0, <p) on [i0, T] uniformly as e —► 0. Consequently

y'e(t, t0,<p) -* y'(t, t0,<p). So it is enough to show that y£(t, t0, <p) > 0,

y'e(t, t0, <p) > 0 on [/0, T] for each e > 0. If this is false, put

t = sup{t:y'£(t, t0, tp) >0,ye(t, t0,tp)>0on [tQ, t]}.

We first show that the right-hand set is not empty. Since q¡(t) > 0, 1 < i <

n, it follows that x0(i) is nonincreasing. We note that tp(t) is positive and

increasing. From (11)£, we see that y'e(t0) > ey(t0) - s<p(t0) > 0 and thus i0

belongs to the set. From the definition of t, it is easy to see that y'£(t) = 0,

y (t) > 0 on [t0, t), yE(t) > 0 on [t0, t] ■ On the other hand, we deduce from

(11)£ that y'e(t) > eyE(t) > 0, and this is a contradiction.

Statement (i) is a consequence of statement (ii), since (1) can be regarded as

a perturbation equation of (9).   D

We obtain an immediate consequence of Theorem 2:

Corollary 3. // T¡(t) = T¡ + TJ0)(t), q¡{t) = qi + í,(0)(0, where T¡>0, q¡ > 0,
I < i < n, are constants, then

(i) If T^0)(t) > 0, q]0)(t) > 0, and X - ¿%q¿ÍTi = 0 has no real roots,

then ( 1 ) ¿s oscillating,

(ii) // 7;(0)(í) < 0, ^(0)(í) <0, and X-J2" q/7, = 0 has a real root, then

( 1 ) is nonoscillating.
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Remark. The above corollary provides a simple way to test the oscillation of

(1). In fact, if we set

x. = lim T¡(t),        q¡= lim q¡(t)
t—*oo t—»oo

r¿= ïïrïïr.(i),        ß, = ÏÏrïï <?,(/)
1        Í—>oo     ' '        t—»oo    '

then we see that if inf.>0X~  ]£)" 1¡e *' > * > tnen ( 1 ) is oscillatory; if

infr'fô/'<l,
¿>0 ^ **'

then ( 1 ) is nonoscillating.

Consider the advanced differential equation

(12) x'(t) = J2qi(t + Ti(t)).
i

We have

Theorem 4. If the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, then all solutions of (12) are

oscillating.

The above result can be proved by using the same techniques as those in

Theorem 1—with some appropriate modifications. So the proof is omitted.

Furthermore, we may consider the oscillation of differential equations with

mixed arguments:

m n

(13) x'(t) + ¿2Pj(t)x(t + a//)) + X>/(0*C - T,(t)) = 0,
1 1

m n

(14) x'(t) = J2Pj(t)x(t - &j(t)) + ¿2 9t(t)x(t + T,(t)).
i i

Corollary 4. If the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied and, additionally,

p,(t) > 0,  1 < j < m, then (13) ((14)) is oscillating.

Theorem 5. If (*) holds, and p.(t) > 0, oÂt) > 0 and

r-oo*>o        ^  i , J

/A«i (13) ((14)) is oscillatory, where p^t) = Pj(t)eóaa'(,)M'{2a'(,)lô], M = 2<T2,

â0 < S, and [x] = inf{«, integer n > x} .

Proof. If we proceed in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, we

get

(15)   A(0 = f>,(/)expj-^M    ' masl + f^q^expU'      X{s)ds\
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and ó < X0 = linç   ^ X(t) < oo. It follows from (3) that

exp

Thus, for any e > 0   (< ô - ôQ), we deduce from (15) that

m n

X^^^p^M-^'^^q^e^-^

Lf°'{,)X(s)ds\>M-^^

i
m

>£/V0e-(^(0+E^)*( JX0-e)T,(t)

1 1

The proof is identical to that in the proof of Theorem 1, and is omitted.    D

3. Generalizations

When we discussed the oscillation properties of the solutions to ( 1 ) in the

previous section, we made the assumption (*). For equations with bounded

delay and bounded coefficients, we see from Corollary 1 that the assumption

(*) is reasonable. For the equations with unbounded delays, or unbounded

coefficients, the assumption seems to be strict. The reason is that the good

balance between the coefficients and time lags can result in oscillation as well.

To relax the assumption (*), we try another approach in this section: time

transformation method.

If we can choose a suitable positive function g(t) G C(t0, oo) such that

f°° g(t)dt — oo and f,_T,t)g(s)ds has some desired properties, then we can

make the transformation

(s = G(t) = f¡og(<j)do

{ y(s) = x(t) = x(G~\s)).

Under this transformation, we may change the coefficients and delays of (1).

We can then study the new equation in y and 5 instead of studying (1).

To demonstrate this method, we shall study two special kinds of equations

with unbounded delays, or unbounded coefficients; namely,

n

(16) *'W + X>,,(t)x(ji,t) = 0,
i

where 0 < p¡ < I , 1 < / < n, are constants and q¡(t) > 0,  I < i < n .

Theorem 6. If

(¿) Ürninfr1¿rc7;(/)^"'n/''>l

then all solutions of (16) oscillate.
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Proof. Choose g(t) = l/t,  t > 1, then f'g(s)ds = -lnp¡,   1 < i < n.

Setting s = Int, y (s) = x(t) = x(es). Hence under this transformation (16) is

changed into

n

(17) y'(s) + J2eSQi(es)y{s + ln/j,.) = 0.
i

Note that Hm^^ inf,>0A_1 ¿Z" esqt(es)e~nn^ > 1 is equivalent to (*m). Thus

the assertion follows immediately from Corollary 2.   D

Consider an equation of a different type:

(18) x'(t) + YjQ¡(t)x(t-pllt) = 0,
i

where pt > 0, 1 </'<«, are constants and q((t) > 0, 1 < i < n.

Theorem 7. If

n

O Um inf/T1 J2(l/t)qi(t)e^ >l,

then all solutions of (18) are oscillatory.

Proof. Choose g(t) = 2t, then //_„,, g(s) ds = 2p - p ft . And let

s = t2,        y(s)=x(t) = x(s[/2).

Therefore, under this transformation, (18) now reads

(19) y'(s) + ¿ X-s-{l2q¡(s{'2)y(s - 2pi + p2s~l) = 0.

i

Observe that

n n

lim inf/T1 J2 h^~xl2)qi(sxl2)e2Xß' = lim infA"1 ̂ (l/O^-ÍO^"'.
s—►oo'1>0 , I—»oo^>0 .

The rest of the proof is almost the same as that in the Theorem 1, and we omit

the details.   D
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